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ee the railroads. York, Baltimore, Buffalo, and Newport News | “The Country is pleased with compulsion, | i" Rome there were great rejoicings, when | by means of Gibraltar, Port Said, and Aden : 
The vast cotton and grain industries must | 4¢ Overloaded. The eastern terminals are so pee —Daily Mail’ | t® Montenegrin campaign began, at the | She can close the Mediterranean. f 

ar bide their time and jstand aside with their choked it will be impossible for the railroads “Mr. Lloyd George ie i prophet. in n prospect of the Austro-Hungarian forces “Ireland is the key to the Atlantic. Release 

legitimate and useful products, the agri- | t0 handle any more shipments from the | o1q Hebraic sense” __ net cla * | finding their Sedan in the frozen heights of | (slang from bondage and the Atlantic is at onee j 
i qultural instrument makers must acquiesce to | Central west until things are cleared up. The “England vol oe me 7 | Montenegro, Haney vee Europe. Therefore must Ireland ' 

: their goods being shunted onto sidings to | embargo not only applies to grain but has |, Lvsland volunteers: from compulsion |" The firgt step taken by General von'Kévess | An independent, nenteal. Irish nation wenle te A 
“remain there until those who are providing | been extended to steel, flour and other exports | ”* tuse voluntary compulsion failed.” | was to capture the Sandéchak from the | a natural billwitk Of Eizo ary ae oF a a eee 
| ghot and shell for the devastation of the | by some of the roads as well.” gl Bees se emery Dispatch. \ east front, and immediatly, unknown to the | West, Ph aaa 3 
ye white race shall have sent all they want of “When I was in New York recently there 1 fear te Ist jattalion of Fighting | enemy, large forces were passed through to “Freedom depends upon freedom of the seas; 

fheir death dealing cargoes. The peoples of | Were cars blocked as far out as 200 miles Parsons-—‘God’s Own’ it might becalled— | the Bocche: di Cattaro. This was difficult | and freedom of the seas depends on the libe- 
the neutral countries may remain hungry, | from the city ready to be moved into the | @ long way from formation.” enough over the single line small railroad | ‘ation of Ireland.” j 
agriculture be retarded because of the lack port as soom as room could be cleared,” |—Hloratio Bottomley \ which connects the Sandschak with the Bocche. The brief item teems with suppressio veri 

ey of machinery ordered long ago; the vast cotton said A. W. McLaren of Morris & Co. “The “So long as the war/Jasts Germany cannot Deceiving the Enemy. and suggestio falsi, 1 happen to know 
: meat and grain interests of the United | packers will not be affected, because we never | break the iron constriction placed upon This strategical move had to be so carried | Something of ihe origin of this work. 

i States may be set aside, but cannon, shot and ship meats until the last moment. It is not | her... . Humanity ist be defended and | out that the enemy should be deceived and First of all “the precious work” is an a- ; 
: shell, material of war passes through firat | ™eved until we have space on the boais | “dictates re-established.”| — Archibald Hurd. | suspect a feigned manoeuvre for the purpose | bridgment of a brilliant work by that distin- 

and will continue to do so. The rest is | reserved or a boat waiting at the docks to “The German bluff.” of drawing his main strength away from the | gtished student of contemporary history and i 
side-tracked. be loaded, and it is never shipped until + Westminster Gazette. | much threatened East front, In order to | ¢xposer of British perfidy, Count zu Revent- | 

! What a satire all that is upon the perpetual | it can be taken right from the cars to the “The skill and quality of British workman- | mislead the Montenegrins still further, the | low. Secondly, this abridgment is not being 
expressions of good will, neutrality and above | boats. ship conquered the markets of the world. It | Montenegrin northern front, at the issue of | “secretly circulated” by the German Foreign : 

: all the fervently expressed desire that the war : STEEL HELD UP. will be one of the vital) forces in conquering | the Dunga Pass and the Tara River, was | Olfice, but, as plainly indicated on the title- 
may end soon, which are so /constantly | Clifton L.Lingoof the Inland Steel company | the world’s greatest enemy.” hotly attacked, with forces the sparsity of | Page, by the well-kaown firm of E. S. Mitiler 
heard from the other side of te Atlantic, | Said the shipments of steel for exports purposes —The Ministry of Munitions. | whose numbers was concealed from the | #4 Son, the regular publishers of Count 
Sum up the meaning of it all, impartially | would be tied up for a while, but the | «rhe effrontery of the German Govern. | ®"¢™y until it was too late for him to with- | Reventlow’s works. Thirdly, it is not for ; 

: and without fear or favor. It signifies that | industry would not be affected, as the out- | ment in asking the reasons for the recall of | TW his troops to the point where the real | circulation only “among the Irish,” for trans- : the legitimate and just trade of the country, | put for use in the United States is large at Capiain Boy-Ed.” | danger lay. ; lations of it exist in other languages—as for 

exactly that particular commerce which has | this time. : “Sf. G. Swift Mac Neill, | Likewise the action against Berane was of } imstance in French, under its original title 
es made the greatness and glory of the United The International Harvester company, oue “It is not surprising that the British soldier | 2 PUtely demonstrative character. It was so | “The Vampire of the Continent.” Fourthly, } 

States, is, all of a sudden, “held up” and | of the largest exporting concerns in the west, | on the Vardar speaks of the Bulgars as ‘the | #‘@nged, that, up to the last moment, when | its fourteen chapters are zo/ devoted to Irish 
; rippled in order that anew industry, which | has not had a large business abroad since | Burglars.” The words seem made for con- | the general storming attack was made upon history, but to English and to English falsi- 

deals death and destruction, wherever it | the weapons of war replaced the implements | fusion, which the proceedings of this enemy | te Lovcen, the enemy was deceived into fications of it Fifthly, the work does aot 
i reaches its destination, shall be given the | Of peace. ‘ : and his allies further justify.” imagining that the all important engagement | Culminate with the passages quoted. These 

right of way to the suppression of all other Traific Manager Fitzgerald of the Baltimore 12 Daily Chronicte. | 25 taking place at Berane and that the | extracts are all from the preface by Dr. 

and more lawful commerce of a great | and Ohio railroad said the length of time a ; ; . | Kévess army was bent upon pushing its | Georges Chatterton-Hill, whose name has 
mation, Surely that is a crushing animad- | the embargoes would continue im effect would a ee pc ey in their way through to Podgoriiza. And, true enough, been deliberately and ostensibly omitted for * 

: version upon all the claims of independence | depend upon the number of vessels which | TVClations OF Meir Own minds. the Montenegrins concentrated the bulk of | 4 definite reason:—under no circumstances j 
and freedom in trade of which the American | can be brought into service. The present —Wesiminster Gazette. their forces at Berane and engaged in the | Must the fact be admitted that there are 
faas been wont to boast of as existing inthe | situation, he said, may be relieved in three “17 year old girl, Emilienne Moreau— | pitter fighting which ended in the capture of | Irishmen who, as patriots, have not hesitated 
United States; a terrible indictment against | days’ time and again it might continue for | greatest heroine of the war.” Beraneand their taking upthecounteroffensive. | t@ come forward openly on theside of Ger- 
the much bespoken neutrality of America | weeks. : ; _ —Daily Chronicle. Extraordinary Difficulties. mauy, the friend of Ireland. 
aad.a public'and open! demonstration of the |: == ee eee The Austro-Hungarian troops had quite Like other falsehoods, this falsehood must i 

A tyranny oe the soe Cea OUR PRIZE COMPETITION extraordinary difficulties to contend with; | #!so be upheld—that Germany by means of 
| E America who manufacture or are intereste 1 ° bard frost, manoeuvering at great heights, i secretly circulated pamphlets and other secret 

; in the production of munitions and material $40 (Marks 200.—, Fres. 250.—) for a 3 Design. waterless disirict the feplnsehy 7 weg machinations is eatenvering to stir up the 

of war, as against the other and far greater An Opportunity for Artists : was little known to them. The maps of | P0Or, misguided amd ignorant Irish! 
3 : national trade interesis of the Union. The “Continental Times” desires to make use of a symbol, or what is Montenegro resemble those of Central Asia, | _ The Daily Mail would do well to see that 

a ra eiaaiel Fiekes is tin cals popularly known asa “Trade-mark.” This is to be in the shape of some | that is to say are marked with extensive white it appoints a less clumsy liar for its New 

The Continental Times is the only | si nyte yet striking design, and will be used hereafter not only in the title | spaces signifying unexplored country. In | York correspondent. In closing permit me to 
: newspaper published ee all Europe which | o¢ the paper itself but on all its stationery and printed matter. spite of that the principal forces of the | Commend the fearless and independent atti- 

wells the truth in English. The idea to be embodied must be representative of the character and | Montenegrins were located, driven over the | tude of your little paper. 
: == | activity of the “Continental Times”—namely as an organ for Americans (and | old frontier and finally defeated at Berane. | Bergen, Norway. A County Mayo Man. 

THE HANSOM CAB. English-reading people generally) on the Continent, and as a mediary between Whilst the Montenegrins were thus kept | === ee 

The hansom cab has had but a short life. | the Old World and the New. busy throwing all their forces eastwards, of 
: Eighty-one years ago to-day—on December The following rules must be observed by all competitors: a sudden the attack upon Lovcen was begun. AT SALONICA. 

23, 1834—Joseph Aloysius Hansom, ,a well- 1. The drawing must be in black and white and must form a decorative part | Under cover of foggy weather the heavy | British officers at Salonica may easily 
known architect, designer of the Birmingham of the present title of the paper, though any other form of type may be | artillery had previously been brought forward | make the excursion of a few miles to the 

Town Hall and the founder of the “Builder” used, and placed into position. Thea when all | birthplace of Alexander the Great—and 

newspaper, took out the patent for the cab 2. All drawings must be made on board or paper, 5 inches by 12 (31,515 cm.) | was ready and clear weather favored the | whistle “The British Grenadiers” while 
eS to which his name was given. He atter- and must contain the full size title, “The Continental Times,” either drawn | operations, the bombardment began. The | doing so if they choose. But they will not 
: wards sold his rights for £10,000, but the out or sketched in. details of the storming of the positions by | find much there. The name of Pella still 

money was never paid. In 1881—the year 3. Each Drawing must bear the full name and address of the Competitor. the infantry which followed is familiar to | lingers in the district, but the great Mace- 
: preceding Hansom’s death—there were uo 4. Artists of all nations are eligible: i: ; all, till finally Lovcen heights, the coveted | donian city of Pella, where Alexander was 

: fewer than 9,652 licensed hansoms in London, 5. Drawings must be not pictures or illustrations, but decorative symbols, | key to the Adriatic coast was brilliantly | born on a night of storm and portents, in 

and to-day the vehicle is seldom seen, the simpler and stronger the better. captured. The altitude at which the final en- | October, 356 B.C., has vanished, according 

There is one spot in London where, by the 6. All drawings must be addressed to the Continental Times, German office, | gagements took place was 6,000 feet above | to the testimony of Mr. D.G. Hogarth, who 

provisions of a special Act of Parliament, 38, Augsburger Strasse, Berlin, W. 50, and marked “Competition.” All the sea level. ; visited its site in 1887, “as though it had 

: a cabstand may not be appointed. Under drawings tod be in our hands by May 1st—this will allow American artists The fall of the Lovcen took place in view { never been. The plateau above the marsh, : 

the Act 46, Geo. Ill, c. 134 s. 35, the in- sufficient time. of the Italian fleet lying below and thus the | on which it stood, is now plough-land, 

habitants of Bloomsbury-square obtained 7. Unsuccessful drawings will be returned, if desired. ; Italians became the grim witnesses of the | were a few fragments of marble and mould- 
powers to prevent any such stand being The Designs will be judged by a competent jury and the prize of $40 | downfall of those positions which they had | ings and many coins have been turned mp: 

; ected near their dwellings. (Marks 200.—, Free. 250.—) awarded immediately upon their decision. deemed impregnable, from time to time.” (Daily Chronicle.) 
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E TH A D a and children”)—they | that followed the extinction of classical | “live dangerously? as Zarathrustra bid us ? 

| too frequently make bids for the empty laugh | culture. Has it brought us the gift ,of meditation 

; te that salutes the emptier jokes of the comic | The light was put out and we were left | —that deep, sore need of ours? 

WAR AND ITS IMAGE IN CARICATURE padetee ts This is most oe alone in the dark. And we despised the Has it becuse us into a healthier relation 

AN IMPORTANT WORK BY DR. EDWARD FUCHS |e ee tae only | mtY othe Hesh ss’ we had been biddes, | to Deallr—as something not of neccasity. evi 
ie Nete Serer chiefly undeveloped—or only | and each saw only the skeleton within him- | put. only inevitable, something that is not 

. by BR. L. Orchelle | developed so far as commercial limitations in | self and within his neighbor. t of t : but only of ti d 

: ‘ ‘ ; : ae | art and taste will permit them to develop. We hi fi DOTA Qs RON UE Ee neers 

Beyond triumphant empires stands Time , mankind. To him it is the root not only of | (5... 6.4 therefore instead of the master, only | ; The accursed shape has not yet left our | nature? 

with his scythe—beyond victorious con- | all evil but of all good—indeed the evils of th : a ee B 4 d ns pets Y | imaginations nor the art that appeals to them. If not we may expect many a bitter en- 

querors Death with his. Lives, if not Life | which it is the root may be traced to the | : ae oe On . RO erson | Could ee replace it by something strong | counter with Irony. And wherein does its 

may be annihilated by the one—Time, ifnot | desire of attaining those things that are good | Pe se . bea ous a aa and beautiful—the sombre angel Azrael, for | chief bitterness lie? You would do well to 

Eternity, may for a time be defied by the | and which it enables us to enjoy. At bottom | aie gy a : . is works ae “nee 1 | instance, I should advocate the instant banish- } ask that of the eagle that fell pierced by an 

other. The work of Caesar and of Alexander | all wars are economic, for the desire of con- | aochaae ee Ete Sat tne _ of that oe re of bones to wae arrow his own wing had feathered. 

di in—one t of th t i I ith i ‘ oR of anatomy. But so shallow are we today, 
has all been undone again—one {turn e | quest is usually one with the desire for ; clever adaptation of a iMmmne! technique. | so lecki y- ; st aes a 

planetary kaleidoscope and the colored frag- | greater revenue and therefore greater ease or | indeveudl i of Spearman lofty mo rae 

: ments of the maps assume a new pattern. | luxury—though here we must except those | eta a pincer such as The Masses, certain that we should replace it with some- 

But art is another matter—greater and more | personal ambitions and dynastic wars from | 0°" Comal exce lent work, thing sickly and sentimental, — Wanted by cisbrfal youmg German 

f permanent, Of Troy scarcely a stone | which the world once suffered. The present : A Golden Chance | We have sugared over all things—sex, art, lady (orphan) post as companion 

remains, and I myself have sat like Marius | war, in my opinion, justifies Dr. Fuchs’s | It is precisely in new countries that the | religion, philosophy, life itself. Yet we have Fe releicates "Ca penis acing ; 

upon the ruins of Carthage and said: “It | theory in that the most powerful motives | caricaturist, if he possess any calibre at all, neither beautified nor enobled them. experienced in travelling. Good 

was.’ But Homer's chant of Troy kindles | behind it were England’s commercial fear | or is embued with a fine hical or critical We still cringe in terror and sometimes in treatment preferred fo high 

; our veins to this day with its immortal | and envy, Russia’s insane desire to expand | sense, has a field to himself which is almost shame before the simplest facts of existence. aay. ee to D. M. 101 

, living fire and the sculptures of the age of | beyond her already limitless borders, Servia’s | limitless for the exercise of his art as an art. We imagine, because we blind ourselves E 

Pericles abash and awe us with their beauty. | hunger for annexing the land of her neigh- ; There are myriads of follies to slay, myriads | to these, that we are Stoics and Spartans. : ae aS c j 

So when idle journalists and thoughtless | bors, and France’s hope to “recover” those | of corruptions and hypocrisigs, banalities and We imagine that we are optimists because | 4g) i a a A p 

: scribes babble of “victories” and “defeats”— | provinces which, though German ‘territory | stupidities to render odious, This war. has | we have drugged ourselves dizzy with illu- is 

' let them not forget the dreadful relativity of | robbed by Louis the XIV, and peopled to i furnished an opportunity fo areal caricaturist stone and cannot _— - truth. : Plastic-Dramatic a ef 

it all. Let them see the red struggle or the | the extent of four-fifths by Germans, she i such as may never come again, for it ‘has k There is one p! rase oO} which my soul is béneing Behoot ae 

glittering pageant with the ironical tg of | still fatuously considers as French soil. More ; papa the soul of the peaples and — “54 On sine seg that sant “uplift”. . g a 

the master caricaturists—and they will see | indirectly Germany's natural and justifiable ; the seamy side to the sum and the winds. n hysterical lady concocted a purely = 

all this shouting ‘over-crowned and all this | endeavors to expand peacefully in her } But the occasion has not brought the man. | materialistic religion which promised us all 1 a aee ef 0 be 

E bravery overshadowed by Mors Triumphator, | colonies, and develop Asia Minor, and the fact | Instead of searching and purifying self-satire, | sorts of creature comforts. True materialists : E ae 

the Bony One, the grinning reaper with the | that this great and vital necessity of hers | nome a oe ae commonplaces % een none: that wenn Berlin-Grunewald, Teplitzstr. 5 Re 

' seythe. was thwarted at every turn, may be re- {| in black and white. irritates one to see e, we hugged it to our hearts and bui aoe BS 

The World War and Caricature garded as elements that provoked the terrific what rich opportunities are missed, how { towering temples in its honor. Performances Be 

These somewhat vagrant reflections have | catastrophe. persisently Columbia is made tawdry aud But those temples were only tombs in Be 

been aroused in me by looking through the The Terror of Death. | Uncle Sam ridiculous. 1 hold that until | which we buried the best and noblest part in the noble art of dancing [ea } 

: first few numbers of what promises to be a Very interesting are Dr. Fuchs’ disquisitions | America has produced her own remorseless of us—our immortal will. > will be given by the pupils ra : 

very important and comprehensive work by | upon the theme of Death, and the arguments | satirist, and, instead of shrinking under his We did not desire a strong philosophy to atthe a 

Dr. Edward Fuchs, the distinguished German | he adduces to prove how great an influence | stings, we learn to bear just censure and | elevate our souls. What we panted for was Blith Saal a 

scholar and psychologist. It is one of those | the terror of Death aud all the imagination | profit from it,—we shall continue to be the | am anodyne; a drug to soothe our nerves. uthner-saa ie 

rich and excellent publications which Ger- | bound up with it, has exerted upon the art | victims of our own dangerous sensitiveness. | We were hunted ostriches in the desert. We Berlin W.. “Liathowste. 76° 

many has produced in such numbers during | of tie people. We need only recall the The Munich Seuool had the tricks, but not the tenacity of that b : : a 

the war and which are one of the strongest | charnel-house sermons of Jeremy Taylor, and | ‘ Rn ee fowl. Februar 7th 815 p.m. ae 

proofs not only of the depth and quality of | the various “Totentinze” of Holbein and aS r. Bi at | What has the war taught us? Has it y e 

her much-abused and little-understood 4Au/- | other artists, the Danses Macabres of French | can spptoscls Meo iste ce thet brought ws a cleaner philosophy, a loftier Tides SE atone! = 

; tur, but also of her amazing, nay, almost | Mediaevalists and so forth. Who does not | dignit Y dante of . Eas Ger. | level of living, a clearer vision of the world ? 5 on ose 4 aa OS E | 

miraculous vitality. The work is entitied | remember the ghastly skeletons protruding ee Tanna . aMlieee Se iciccinas | Has it given us that heroic armor for the Moe ee re ee a 

! “Der Weltkrieg in der Karikatur’. It is | in stone from the tombs in Westminster? Or Jugend, Lustige Bidider ant sas . ee | soul without which ideals cannot be served re 

‘ to be completed im 30 instalments at | the drawings that made Daumier famous HEE, Bi Mae nny S- | much less fought for? Or taught us to | | YY 
" ave ; i : Punch, the well-known English weekly, is ; 

1 Mark apiece, is richly illustrated with some | some fifty years ago? i a 
4 ‘ vee either dull and tepid, full of vacuous imam- | — —@@ @— @@ @—@ 

: 700 pictures and about 100 color plates and This symbolization of Death by means of | |. aide a 
Z 5 ities and academic jingles, or, as at present, 

may be regarded as the finest and most | the skeleton shape is at the same fimea| J ii. wotionant and slanderous. Our own | em : 

authentic work in this field. It contains not | satiric solution of the problem, the enigma bie oe Es | eee Gace. | D R ES D N E w B ANK pital, fully paid: M. 200 000 000. 

only famous historical cartoons of the wars | of life. The simple confession that Death will | Sve, thong ee a DIO” | Reserve Fund: M. 61000 000. 

of all nations, but also those which have | always be mightier than Life, will always re- ved itself to be merely Punch’s ape and its | Branch Offices in Berlin aod Suburbs: 

dd s th abae abetler lo and ae ahiash its a ae | pages smoke with calumny of Germany. | [ca Franzbsiochestr. 35/36. | oT. Landsbergerst 100, on eer: 19a. ‘ 

pee is Bone ue Apres vias e malt HIE ViCer ie Mat - » S < at German Fetish of the Grotesque | e Keuaetrs 3. ‘v. Steet, Seossete 8. ‘Ol, Tegel Berlinerstr. 99, E 

they be friendly or hostile. Many American | reacts upon the feelings and imagination like | f que. *D, Oranlenstr, 145/146. °W: Gr. Lichterfelde-Ost, Jangiernstieg 3.| “PII. Newkbiin, Berliners, 56/57 

cartoons are given and it is interesting to | some bitter mockery. It is of the essence of | A word in turn to the famous German | | "E Kergpittcimarkt 47, ¥ eee seis ie Rit Wiener Sse 

follow ont peculiar strains of national | that irony that dogs us at. every turn. It is | comic weeklies;—one sees litle reason for eaemdentt T rterstrs 92, _ PAT: Grose chterielde- West, Carletr-114 “TIL Kurfirstendamm 216 

psychology and prejudice in the yee this element in life of which the caricaturist | their deliberate won ete ugly, de- | | 4 Charlotenburg, Bertnersts. 58) BH. Neue Rossstr1 (Entr, Neue jacobstr-) “Vi erat, Raloeraiiee seni 

er ate w x a 7 2 r i oS 3 a ay is ; ¥ ir ‘ ‘Dil, 2 i v8 : L 3 le ; 

——rawings. “Der Welliieg in der Karikatur” | of all ages has made use. And War as the | formed.or hideous, The hidman figure may | | F Giemsa... Bell Nanos Mice, fix steer imatmscre 
; is published by the famous house of Albert great purveyor of Death, naturally gives the | be made comic, but “only pain or disgust N Sehdneberg, Haupistr. 13. Fu Newke ly Kottbuserdamm 2. = i Sehonkanser Alle & a oor ; ; 

Langen im Munich, and it isa treasure which | satiric draughtsman an ample-scope for em- | is aroused when it is mace revolting. Many | fo eat er Motastr. 66. LIL Wiimersdort, Hohenzollerndamm 196,|*A Hi. Prenzlauer Allee 25 damm 39, q 

I advise all Americans to secure, not only | bodying the grim figure with the scythe. It | of the smaller drawings inspire almost anger | } .Q- Brunnenste.2- ‘Lupicicam stivest Kono Te BEE Kose raeernaames 10, 

for its literary and artistic values, but for its | is the most prominent idea, and the simplest, | —and lay the Germans opes to charges of | 5's: Milierst 6. eth Tales Kipaicbenstl ae dellap! Bescon Vaaikc 

historical. It is a work which no American | the most obvious embodiment. tastelessness and worse. oe ugly Gorcopondents of all important Banksand Bankers for the payment of Letters of Credit 

library cau afford to do without. Our Own Cartoons peasant wench induced @ French paper ala eaten Oe a ae tate leet reece Conpens Cashed Sopot 

The text by Dr. Fuchs is masterly. _His 1 am sorry to say that a glance at our | recently to remark “ “At last we eee eee ee rae nen ae Tenaya eee — 

penetrating intellect and delicate intuition | American caricatures, many of which are | know what Gretchen really looks ke? A |) ——$_$___$—$————_———_——— 

; permit kim to analyze those dim emotions, | technically excellent, reveals a want of the | the way the good-natured “Feldgrau” is some- E€HARTERED 1853 : 

hopes aud fears that underlie our attitude | higher imagination necessary for supreme | times depicted by the sinning artists is | le 

towards life and death. He reveals the hidden | work in this art. Apart from the lack of | scarcely calculated to arouse confidence in United States Trust Company of New York 

fendencies, themselves rooted in elemental | true political and historical insight, of Welt- | his kind heart. Caricature must not cari- 45-47 WALL STREET 

laws or instincts, which cause state to rise | po/itik and that general culture which must | cature itself. | Capi 
5 ; : 2 PS ‘apital, - - ase me - $2,000,000.00 

against sinh and on eee ses ee pe : the stock in eS ie 7 earn « wate ss _ : Surplus and Undivided Profits - $14,202,414.98 

i answer to the ques why ‘oonist’’—as we persist in ing number: r i i : aE Guat dian. Fridtee” Court, DI ita i 

3 one time be considered as the most awful of | caricaturist—we find a lamentable tendency | —a work which though conceived and carried a Pe estid pene caeaciek. ge. Administeator, GneyEiah, rete ee ea 

human afflictions and at another time as a | on the part of our draughtsmen (and the | out in the very tumult of the Great War,—is * It allows interest at current rates on deposits. 

blessing realized even by the young and | English) to mistake their art as merely comic. | nevertheless entirely free from passion and It elias mnnass . oF invests money, securities and other ;property, real,:personal, for estates, 

vigorous, or as a consecration in the name | Satire is a weapon which can be wielded | makes its appeal to the educated and the art- | sorporations and individuals. 

: of a cause, attest the lucid and indisputable | properly only by superior or enlightened | loving elements inall countries —the belligerent WILLIAM M. KINGSLEY, Vice President WILFRED J. WORCESTER, Secretary, ; 

logic aud amalytical gift of the famous | spirits, but clowning and buffoonery are | as well as the neutral. For by their caric- WILLIAMSON PELL, Asst, Secretary. ved AAR, EDWARDS, ,2d Asst. Secy. : 

a = Pe Re ey | Aen eee nis ra ae ee pease ‘are ° hae oe TLL rELioeS * SEpwAy RT, Cesirman of thedBonrde MILLS 

oa i: i it ; History maak Oy ee rica! as eee Castcauite is the’ conscience of the soos FRANK LYN ne cHAUNCEY ae EGERTON L Ne suisse { 
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echoing down the corridors of the years | logic. A of those grim instruments of torture by 

along whiek we dance or walk or stumble. He is the most dramatic thing in life; being | which the poor human spirit was subdued Ss & F E ° B E P o S i T S. 
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; Such banks or bankers are to act as agent In order to prevent speculative machinations tatial need a Fi hi - all | Canadian C. & F’dy . *150,000,000 11,475,000 37,500,000 60 = 124 92 ees 

P between the customer and the official banking | 0M the neutral bourse, German deposits in See aa me a ae ling = wounded “or sick! |'C.ison Steel........  *12,693,905 5,000,000 8,230,000 20 135 70 tence 

institutions, for which reason it will not be | foreign banks cannot be disposed of for the oie hen me ee: ick | Colt Firearms ....... 30,000,000 2,500,000 «7,500,000 120 950 870 12% 

necessary for any customer to sever established purpose of securing foreign currency, notes, ears Ree es pe apectes Crucible Steel * ' ‘ 7 7 73} . 

5 . : ; sa above. while felix eroup' includes. raw and cible Steel....... 17,000,000 49,578,400 4,250,000 15%/, 109"/, pinviicee 

banking connections by reason of the new | Payments, checks etc. in foreign denominations, | J) tea shirtings Du Pont Powder....  147,500.000 45,542,515 36,875,000 #122 1,000 “#385 10", 

enactment. ‘ unless the transaction takes place through the BS i 
P g' ah . Electric Boat .. 30,000, 60 

i i i ‘ci Group seven includes duck, or canv: d seipccrses ea 0,000,000 7,667,100 7,500,000 15 5 i - seers 

The entire proceeding does not constitute a | agency of one of the official banks. SOap ’ Senn ae ji 5, 70 1) ° 

se i : 7 : drills and material for awnings. General Electric..... 105,000,000 101,485,700 21,250,000 1471), 185%/, 174 8%, 

smonopoly ‘on the part of the official banking Finally, the undesirable speculative purchase . BS: H 
monopc in ! sirable lati Grou: eS EeaBlies io: bublape ercules Powder ....  20,000.000 12,350,000 5,000,000 120 450 382 OM}, 

institutions, on the contrary, they are placing of foreign currency is entirely eliminated. The p clen een Ee Hopkins-All 5 

ae bed ; : s y i The material of these groups contain certai opkins-Allen....... 10,800,000 2,600,000 2,700,000 xx ys 57 ealeaie 

their facilities at the disposal of the Govern- | importer can do business profitably only, if he ‘ ; eo Se ackawanna ‘Steel... 6,290,000 35,000,000 1,572,500 34 949 81 

ment, thus benefitting the community. The en- | is able to secure foreign currency at a certain exceptions, relsrinig ae ener eauty: a ee N. Y. Airbrake ...... 520,242,600 10,000,000 4.145.375 62 164%), 138%, 6), 

actment is also a war measure and has been | rate of exchange and this as quickly as possible of the material in question, but it is SYMONE roca Steel Car ois 23,000,000 25,000,000 5,750,000 43°/ BY, 641), . 

put in force in line with other laws which pur- in ofder to prevent the necessary purchase at that supplies: ee Pah: and) necessary Savage Arms........ 38,610,000 1,000,000 9°652,500 120° 490. 490 6h. 

posed to control the heretofore free market, | a higher rate. ss demand: is nay affected. E Studebaker Corp’n ... 17,000,000 41.026.600 4,250,000 28%/, 195 168%), 50), 

thus oe a corruption of trade. | By such methods the rate of exhange has ao : Tennessee ‘Copper ... 10,000,000 5,000,000 2,500,000 33 . 70 SD, 124), 

: The un orable valuation of German currency abnormally risen and this was possible only on : Carranza has issued a decree against bull | Westingh’se Airbrake. 20,000,000 19,638,467 5,000,000 130 143 143 $8 

in foreign countries does tot signify a lack of | a free market. fighting. There is a difference however, between | Westingh’se E. & M’g’~ 100,000,000 40,963,787 25,000,000 735/, 141%/, 681/ 6°, 

confidence in Germany’s financial strength, be- What will be attained is this : issuing a decree in Mexico and enforcing it. Total $1 oveeres $734,414.16 ahi sanane : ‘ a , ; 

» «cause everybody knows by now that, for in- The factor of speculation will be eliminated —Portland Oregonian. | —_— Pee are tat ae le See i 

stance, the gold reserve of the Reichsbank from the arbitration of exchange, and the traffic And now they will be asking if the Irish, a At arbitrary rate of 25%/, profit. || Not including extra dividend. * Officially confirmed. i 

amounts now to more than 600 million dollars, | jn foreign currency will be subservient to the | are good enough to govern themselves. + Old stock. x Company incorporated in November, 1914. xx Company reorganized. ** New j 

¢hat the results of the war loans bear witness of © legal and necessary demand only. 7 —The Pitisburgh Dispatch, ' stock. || Submarine Boat closed at 451/,. 
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